Information Systems and Technology: Grades and Essay

PLEASE NOTE: The MIS Honors Program only accepts candidates during the Spring recruiting cycle, for a Fall semester program start. If you are not eligible to apply during the Spring semester, your next opportunity is the following year during Spring semester (as all classes start in Fall, and continue for 2-semesters in the same group).

Reference letters are NOT required for Information Systems and Technology. 110A and 110B professors act as references for everyone directly. You do NOT need to request a separate letter.

Please enter your grade for the courses listed below. If you are currently in the class, enter your expected grade followed by "exp", for example "A exp". If you aren’t enrolled yet enter, enter the semester you will take the class, e.g. Fall 2013.

Grade in 110A
Grade in 110B

Grade in 111

Grade in 112

Grade in 100W

How much do you like or dislike participating in class discussions?

- Dislike a great deal
- Dislike somewhat
- Neither like nor dislike
- Like somewhat
- Like a great deal
Please describe whether you think class discussions about an assigned reading or case are valuable or not valuable and explain your reasoning.

SISTECH Essay
500 words noting the course at SJSU where you received your best grade and the course where you received your worst grade and explaining why for both grades.